
How can I write a narrative poem about Gregory and 
Lennox playing in the sea?

Understand the features of a successful narrative poem to 
tell a story

Plan, write and edit a poem 

Use adjectives and adverbs effectively for description

Use similes and metaphors effectively for description  

Describe effectively using senses  

Adjectives
Adverbs
Personification
Similes
Onomatopoeia
Rhythm
Rhyme
Alliteration
Repetition



Planning review Stanza 1 and 2 

Stanza Description 

1. Describing 

the boys

2. Describing 

the journey to 

the beach



Each stanza should be 6 lines long! New line needs a capital letter even if it isn’t a 
new sentence! 
Here is an example for you to read.

A day at the beach

Gregory Cool bored as can be
No TV or technology to see,
Lenox his cousin happy as can be
Wanted to play by the sea.
Can you see  grandma with her picnic basket?
Perhaps a trip  to the sea for a wonderful dip!

Sitting on a hot, dusty red bus
As hot an oven  ready to bake a cake,
People bopping up and down
Smiley faces and cheeky grins all around,. 
Can you see the deep ,blue, Caribbean  sea?
There it is in the horizon what at wonderful trip!

Coconuts falling, palm tree swaying,
Running on the hot smooth sand children  are playing,
Sea shells sparkling in the shallow waters
Red and orange crabs clicking and clonking.
Can Gregory turn his frown upside down?
Perhaps Gregory is now ready to  take a wonderful dip!

Gregory and Lennox climbing the magnificent palm tree,
Hopeful for a juicy coconut full of silky milk,
Time to splish, splash, splosh in the warm, deep, blue sea,
Gregory is a giant shark, Lennox is a massive stingray
Gregory Cool  was it so bad after all ?
A day at the beach what a wonderful trip!



In your books… 

Begin your poem about Gregory and Lennox

Hard : 

Write your first two stanzas using the adjectives 

Harder: 

Write your first two stanzas using adjectives and similes

Hardest: 

Write your first two stanzas including adjectives, adverbs and 
similes  

Herculean:

Try to include as many feature of poetry as you can


